
AP LANGUAGE & COMPOSITION 
Summer Reading Assignment 

 
SYNOPSES 
 
Thank You For Arguing covers the core rhetorical teachings of Aristotle and Cicero, but 
Heinrichs does it entirely using modern examples, drawing on political, marketing, workplace, 
and cultural references, as well as his own family arguments. One paragraph discusses 
Socrates; the next discusses Sherlock Holmes. The balance between formal lessons and 
practical examples makes the book highly valuable and applicable to everyday speaking and 
writing. 

Among other things, you will learn: 
 A deeper understanding of ethos, pathos, and logos 
 Many figures of speech 
 How to recognize strong and weak logical arguments 
 How to recognize (and use, or defend against) persuasive techniques 
 How to construct a persuasive language in speaking and writing 

The Tipping Point 
 
Malcolm Gladwell’s 2000 bestseller, The Tipping Point, has exhibited such enormous staying 
power on the bestseller lists that one supposes that Gladwell harnessed the very principles of 
social epidemics that he outlines therein. The Tipping Point purports to answer two questions, 
"Why is it that some ideas or behaviors or products start epidemics and others don't? And what 
can we do to deliberately start and control positive epidemics of our own?" 
 
What is a social epidemic? Gladwell has a number of examples - an inexplicable overnight 
resurgence in popularity of Hush Puppie shoes; a tragic rise in teen suicide in Micronesia; a 
startling decrease in the New York City crime rate -- Gladwell uses all of these to illustrate what 
he defines as the three principles of social epidemics: the law of the few, the stickiness factor, 
and the power of context. 
 
 

RATIONALE 

AP Language and Composition centralizes the study of the analytical reading and the both 

spoken and written application of rhetoric.  What is rhetoric you might ask?  Good question!  

And one that we will continue to address throughout the course of this upcoming year!  Often 

times, people tend to view rhetoric simply as a writer or speaker’s ability to persuade their 

audience.  But, rhetoric is this and so much more.   It is a power over language that - if one 

possesses - can allow that writer or speaker to win over an intended audience in almost any 

situation.  The purpose of this summer reading assignment is to introduce some fundamental 

rhetorical terms in a fun way.  Also, the assignment aims to spark your critical reading and 

thinking skills with two mesmerizing and relatable texts. 



ASSIGNMENT 

 

1.  Read Jay Heinrichs’, Thank You For Arguing, FIRST.  Heinrichs’ text enlightens the novice 

rhetorician about the strategies and techniques involved when creating and sustaining an 

argument.   This is your copy – I expect to see book annotations, highlighting, etc. when you 

return in the fall.  We may refer to this text throughout the year. 

 

2.  Read Malcolm Gladwell’s, The Tipping Point, SECOND.  As you read, pay close attention to 

rhetorical strategies (introduced by Heinrichs) that Gladwell uses to develop an argument that 

analyzes the evolution of social epidemics.  Once again, this copy is yours, and you are expected 

to highlight and annotate in the margins. 

 

3.  THIRD:  Carefully read each of the following questions for extended response.  Generate a ½ 

page response for each question.  All responses must be typed, MLA format (see below).  Your 

responses should include both a reflection of the reading, and personal insight that develops 

the responses further.  This means that you are expected to include language from the text in 

some of your answers. 

 

QUESTIONS 

 

1. How does Gladwell define the "tipping point" of an idea or event? What is significant 
about this moment, and how does it develop or come into being?  Discuss your thoughts 
on his theory. 

  
2. Gladwell suggests that there are three ways "to tip an epidemic": The Law of the 

Few, the Stickiness Factor, and the Power of Context. How does Gladwell define each of 
these concepts? Do you think one of the three is more or less effective/significant/etc.? 
Why or why not? 

   
3.  What aspects of Gladwell's hypothesis and his cases studies are reassuring or 

comforting for us as readers? What might be more upsetting, frustrating, etc.? As a 
whole, is the book optimistic about the future of ideas, trends, epidemics, people, etc.? 
Or, is it more cynical, skeptical, etc.? Give examples from Gladwell's cases studies, 
introduction, conclusion, or afterward. 
 

4. Examine a trend you have been aware of or a part of and analyze how it developed, 
using Gladwell’s concepts and arguments.  Or study a rumor that you experienced and 
trace how it followed (or did not follow) Gladwell’s description. 

 
5. If you could tip an existing negative epidemic into something positive, what would it be?  

Using all of Gladwell’s necessities for a tipping point, show how you would go about 
doing so. Include whom you enlist, how you would go about it, what you’d hope to 
achieve, and how life would be better if this negative epidemic tipped into a positive 
direction. 

 



REQUIRMENTS 

 

 Must be typed (include the question # with each response) 
 MLA format 
 1”inch margins 
 12 point font 
 Times New Roman 
 Double-spaced 
 Heading in upper left hand corner 
 Running header (Last name, page #) in upper right hand corner of each page 

 

ASSESSMENT 

 

 There will be 100 point exam over Thank You For Arguing the first week of the fall 

semester.  Heinrichs introduces an overwhelming amount of rhetorical vocabulary 

throughout the text and in the margins.  Read and absorb this information.  But, know 

that you do not need to know all of these terms for the exam?  However, you should 

study and know the main vocabulary central to each chapter’s focus. 

 

 The Tipping Point written responses will be 100 points total and will count as the first 

formal grade you will receive towards your Writer’s Portfolio.   AP Language & 

Composition is a writing-intensified course.   Your written responses will give your 

teacher, Mrs. Keller, a clearer picture of who each of you are as a writer.  You don’t want 

your first impression to be a bad one!  So, please put forth your best effort on this 

assignment!   

 

Should you have any questions or concerns about the AP Summer Reading Assignment, feel 

free to e-mail Mrs. Keller at jkeller@d220.org over the summer. 

mailto:jkeller@d220.org

